TWO-WHEEL TRACTORS SERIES 700
What is a two-wheel tractor ?

It's a self moving pedestrian driven engine with a power take-off for connecting several tools and
accessories.

In the power take-off

you can connect mainly:
Rotary hoe:

also with back ridger:

self hoes the ground also suitable for hard soils, until a depth of around 20 cm. Leaves the soil ready

for the seeding. It's possible to hoe hard terrains or partially rocky (the max dimension of the stones
have to be 6 cm max diameter).
Water pump:

uses the power take-off for pumping water until a height of 200 mt and above. Can be used to pump
water in a top-hill tank or to irrigate directly. The max flow rate is 180 ltrs/min at 25 bars.
Furrow plough:

Ground blaster:

for ploughing while crushing the soil. Reaches a depth of 20 cm.
Power harrow:

perfect to work on all terrains, self levels the soil to have a smooth and flat surface where to seed.
Tiller Stoneburrier:

perfect on rocky terrains where can bury rocks and stones up to 5-6 cm diam. leaving approx. 10 cm
of smooth and fine soil where to plant small seeds like onion, carrot, cabbage and such micro seeds.

Seeder with manure dispenser :

Seeder alone:

available in several types for seeding beans, maize, peanuts, peas and others normal dimension
seeds.
Micro seed seeding unit:
Manual:

Attachable to the twt:

Potatoes seeder:

self seeding pieces of potatoes and covering them with soil.
Potatoes and/or onion harvester vibrating or static:

Cutter bars:

for cutting grass for hay production, for sorghum, millet, rice and all the type of grasses of any
height. The width of cut can be from 85cm to 185cm cutting a very big quantity of grass every
passage.
BladeRunner:

or RollerBlade:

The single-rotor heavy duty mower with mobile blades, BladeRunner,or its mountain version Roller
blade is the ideal attachment for the heavy duty maintenance of uncultivated land, forest
undergrowth and rural parks, or also for eliminating pruning residues or for controlling weeds
between rows. Available in the 60cm and 75 cm wide versions.

Ridge 2:

for weeding and creating ridges accumulating the soil from the center to the sides, special care for
cassawa trees.
Bio-shredder:

for shredding mais and other wet crops for silage production for cow feeding. Very good also to
produce chips for bedding for animals or to use as mulching for the nearly planted seeds.
Electric generator for 2Kw, milling machine for crops and others developable on specific
demand.
Every type of wheels are available: rubber high grip tyres or steel cage wheels for muddy surfaces.
The engine is a petrol one easy to maintain and cheap to be used. For the big one (BCS 740 B&S
XR2100 11,4 Hp) the average consumption rate is less than 1 liter per hour in normal condition of
use.
For the small one (BCS 720 B&S XR1450 9,4 Hp) the average consumption rate is around 3/4 litre
per hour in normal condition of use.

The two-wheel tractor is heavy duty built to be working in the field. Built for last for a long time it
normally needs only the ordinary maintenance (oil and filters changing and periodic cleaning). They
are built in Italy for the Italian market. They are made of the best quality materials to fit the
European standards of fabrication. Two years or 1000 hours of use is the warranty period given. Of
course the warranty is under term and condition and will only be applicable with an intact hour
meter. The machine will be given with an hour meter to check the correct time of maintenance and
for the total hours of use.
We provide assistance in direct contact with the production factory, so the life span of the machine
will be increased. A well maintained machine can last for 10 years or more if maintained by good
technicians and with original spare parts.

The offer includes: 2 tyres, 2 steel wheels, 1 rotary hoe
with back ridger, 1 water pump.
With the accessories given in the offer a small to medium scale farmer will be able to start the
mechanization of his farm preparing an acre for seeding in 4-6 hrs in open land with one person
and with 3-5 ltrs of petrol.
Prices:
Model 720 Action

Engine Briggs & Stratton 7,0 Kw / 9,4 Hp

Model 740 Powersafe

Engine Briggs & Stratton 8,5 Kw / 11,4 Hp

For info: www.bcsagri.it
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